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Introduction:                                                                                                          2 Players ages 8+ 

Many, many sunsets ago, it started as a card game. It is a game about an armadillo in a 

handheld video game. Two twins, who had been playing the game since the womb, decided to create 

such a game by designing a system they deemed the Intento RiiPlay. It may have had monotone 

graphics but it had a cool level editor. 

However, the prototype was hijacked by their rival creators and codenamed the Mega 
Raystation. Soon after, the project was apprehended by the government which saw the name as a 
threat to national security. 

Nonetheless, Intendo went on, and its founders continued playing RIC O‟ Chet, the armored 
„dillo card game. 
IMPORTANT: Assembling the print and play version: 
 You will need scissors or a paper cutter, at least 50 card sleeves, 11 pages of card stock for 
cards and 4 standard sheets of paper for rules. The game is 11 pages single sided. After printing and 
cutting all cards, remove the two health cards and the logo card at the end of page 11.   

Group the cards by top most icons of level/editor and flies, (See page 2 for icons). This will 
make 12 piles of 8 cards each. Next, place two cards from the same pile in a sleeve together to form 
one two sided card.  

Continue this process for all piles until you have the 48 game cards. If done properly, the upper 
icons on the front and back of each card will be identical but the bottom “controller button” icons will 
be different.  
Object of the game: 
 Players deplete their opponent‟s health by completing their level before the other and 
manipulating their own with the editor. 
Contents: 
50 card deck including:  
12 player 1 level cards, 12 player 1 editor cards, 1 Logo card 
12 player 2 level cards, 12 player 2 editor cards, and 2 health tracking cards. 
Set Up: 

Spin a health card on the table. The player who the single heart or spade is pointing toward 
after the spin will be first player. This player keeps the card and gives the other to their opponent. 

Separate the cards into the four decks: 
 

1) Player 1 level cards                 2) Player 1 editor cards     
                                                                       
 

3) Player 2 level cards                 3) Player 2 editor cards     
                                                     

Each player separates their level and editor decks into the three Flies: numbers 1, 2, and 3. 
Players place 1, 2, and 3 level Flie card  in the center to start a player‟s level, making sure they do not 
match their opponents starting editor cards. This creates the player levels.  

Shuffle all Flies and arrange as shown in the diagram on page 2. 
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Isn’t it “files”, not “flies”? 
  This would be the result of the original Ric programmers‟ typo of “files” as “flies”. Flies went on 
to be copied, cut, pasted, uploaded, downloaded, corrupted, Dropboxed, and sent to e-mails and 
recycle bins. It became a running joke which stuck to this day.  
 
 

 
           Card Layout: 

 

 

Game Play: 
On a players turn, they may “Click” on each of the 3 Editor Flies once each. In doing so, the 

player attempts to match the controller button icon on the Editor cards with the OPPONENTS created 
level cards. Clicking on Flies consists of the four options shown on the diagram on the top of page 3. 
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Click Options: 
 

1)            2)         3)         4)                 

                                                
 

If matching, the active player must score the level card to the left first, followed by the center 

and finally right level card. Cards taken are placed in the players score pile. In other words, if a player 

matches only the center card, no cards can be scored. The left card must first be matched on a 

following turn. 

At the end of a players turn, if Level cards are scored, remaining cards shift to the left on the 

level, (see diagram below). The opposing player then adds any missing Flies from the level, following 

the “Adding level cards” rules below. After a players turn, with the exception a round end, a level 

always has numbers 1, 2, and 3 Flies.  

                                                                     

If a player manages to score all three level cards on a turn, the opposing player loses a heart, 

(See “Health cards”). 

Adding Level Cards: 

In addition acting as a player‟s controller, the Editor Flies also determine which level cards may 

be added to a level that has been scored by an opponent. A player must add the level card that 

matches the same number Flie card currently on top of their Level Flies.  

If a player is not sure the card is left in their level Flies, they may ask before searching for it. If 

it is not available because it has been scored, the player must play the appropriate card currently on 

top of the Level Flies. If the matching number Flie is completely empty, add the top card closest to the 

left of the Level Flies. 

Note: This is a good reason to keep track of which cards are on top of your Editor.  

You don‟t want to add a card to your level that your opponent already has face up and can 

score on their turn. 
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Health Cards: 

 Health cards are the cards with the hearts a single spade. Players start the game with 3 

hearts, and lose the game when they get the spade, (Your opponent will dig a six foot hole with it, ha 

ha). A player loses a heart in two ways: 

1) As mentioned earlier, their opponent scores all 3 level cards in one turn.  OR 

2) An opponent has scored you last level card to win the round. 

 Simply rotate the Health card counter clockwise to lower health. 

Special cards; Secret Path Icons:  

Cards with the Secret Path icon have Special abilities when revealed. The player may choose 

to either flip a level card of the matching number Flie card in their own level OR a matching Flie card 

in the opponents. A player would flip a card in their own level in attempt to throw their opponent off. 

If a player flips a card in the opponents‟ level and reveals a Secret Path card, it is automatically 

scored. If a player accidentally reveals a Secret Path card in their own level, their opponent scores. 

Remember to add cards as normal upon any scoring. 

Note:  When a Secret Path card is played, it may not be used again until flipped back into a 

Flie on a following turn and revealed again. In other words, if a Secret Path card is still face up at the 

start of a players turn, its ability cannot be used.  

Following Rounds and Game End: 

 If both players are still alive at round end, all level cards are given back to the appropriate 

player and reset as in a game start. Players Editor cards remain as they are into a new round. A 

round ends as soon as a player has received the Spade on their health card, losing the game. 

Designer Notes: 

 Ric has been a fun conclusion to the “Halot” mechanic game trilogy. I hope it may produce 

some re themes in the future if the game is well received.  

 I would like to give a special thanks to all family, friends, and the online gamer friends 

mentioned on the cards. Also the Grown As Gamers gang, Tom from Print and Playthrough reviews, 

and many other game designers such as John of Frugal Mule and Dustin of Ice Peddler Games for 

their support and inspiration.  

 Special thanks to you as well for bringing Russell Games to you tabletop. 

After all, that is our slogan, “Our Russellution; More Tabletop!”  

 

Sincerely, 

Chad Russell 

 of Russell Games 

                                          


